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Aspectivity 

Upcoming Events NOTE:  
Next Meeting is at:  

Glen Waverley  
Primary School 

Friday Sept  11th, 

Oct 1st….. deadline for next edition 

 Sept 2009 

    Issue 425 

..monthly Newsletter of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

VARMS - Fostering the Sport of Radio Controlled Soaring in Victoria 

Sept 13 VARMS Slope Fly Mt H‟back ?? VARMS 

13 DLG High St Rd F3k 

20 Training 10 am High St Rd VARMS 

20 RCGA F3B #1 Diggers Rest RCGA 

25-27 Scale Slope Camperdown VARMS 

27 RCGA Thermal #1 High St Rd RCGA 

Oct 3 Scale Aerotow High St Rd VARMS 

4 Training 10 am High St Rd VARMS 

11 St Slope Aero Chmps Mt H‟back VARMS 

11 DLG High St Rd F3k 

 

 
 

Your Committee has ar-
ranged an evening of enter-
taining modeling associated 

“stuff” and has included 
some exotic dancers for 

your delectation. 

Hey Fella’s …………..…….Your tug is here ! 
 

Tim Morland’s 1-26,  Col Collyer’s Boomerang  and a Fox all waiting to get airborne at Lammeroo 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 

written clearly on it so that you can be easily 

recognised and contacted in case of a fre-

quency clash. Mobile phone number on your 

key is a good idea too, in case you have de-

parted and left your key in the board thus 

stopping somebody else from using that fre-

quency. Members with 2.4 GHz radio sets 

should still insert a standard key in the ap-

propriate section of the keyboard. 

 Editorial Comment—June 2009                           Max Haysom                                     

Please send articles and photos for  
Publication in Aspectivity to: Editor, Aspectivity Mmhaysom@bigpond. net.au Or 

Colin Smith colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

Hi Members, …...Colin Smith has kindly volunteered to assemble the newsletter. This is a great help as 

right now I have many other things going on for the club. Unless otherwise advised or requested, con-

tinue to send in articles, reports and photos to me at mmhaysom@bigpond.net.au -                                                                       

PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANYTHING  in to :-     aspectivity@hotmail.com                                              

because my online PC is set to block all “hotmail” because of potential problems. All articles and reports 

should be in Plain Text or Word.doc files (no formatting please, it just makes the job harder), photos 

preferably in .jpg format. Or you can be to send it straight to Colin Smith  :- colinkay@lizzy.com.au 
 

There is not much material coming in to me so, if the content is not to your liking then do something 

about it. Collect material, reports, articles, news of your latest creation and reviews. We hear lots about 

the Saturday morning Power session being the most crowded of the week with much action,  but no one 

bothers to put anything on paper. Who is flying the latest ----, news and photos of crashes etc. ......Who 

has recently gained Bronze Wings in what category?........The slope soaring blokes seem to be able to do 

it fairly regularly so why not the rest of you?........... Nuf said, over to You!! 
 

Flying Site:  

Under separate cover you all should have received a letter re changes happening at the High Street Road 

Field. The Knox City Council has started “physical” work on the Eastern Recreational Precinct (ERP), 

and by the time you read this there has been checks made to see if Methane gas, from the property to the 

West, has seeped through into “our” field.  Soon there will be a series of core drillings taken preparatory 

to design work for the earthworks and the buildings. I‟m not too sure now, but I believe that our new 

field could be one of the first areas to be tackled. This job would also involve removing a number of old 

trees on the southern boundary to make it possible to move the runway further to the west. 

I ask you all, sincerely, to make every endeavour to co-operate with the contractors even though it may, 

at times, be difficult or inconvenient for you…………………....That’s All for now Folks, Max 

LIBRARY UPDATE :- This is aimed at newcomers to the hobby and is mainly “stuff” taken 

straight from old magazines but invaluable for scratch building. ( I wonder...has anybody ever 

seen what a “scratch” looks like when its been built ?)  More good stuff added this month ….4 

sides on “Cutting and Skinning foam wings” ; ...3 sides on “More on Ailerons-hinge and servo 

link geometry”; ...3 sides on “More on Ailerons and linkages”; 3 sides on “Methods for joining 

veneered foam wings”; ...4 sides on “Foam wing variations, including balsa aileron considera-

tions and spar fitting”.   

All taken straight from magazines but all very good stuff that can be referred to time and time 

again……….See Colin Smith at the meeting for copies.  
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President’s Prattle 

Has there ever been a month when there hasn't been a bed and mattress sale ? 

 Hi All ………As I sit down to write this, I'm thinking that there's not a lot to say. 
 Let's start with last months meeting...The gesture of getting John Wynn-Tweg set  up with some models and ra-
dio gear gave me a nice feeling, just the kind of thing that clubs do.... look after their members.   A fire destroys a 
lot off stuff that can't be replaced, so John will still have plenty of grief, but maybe it will be a little easier with some 
toy's to play with... The 2 second hand models that John picked up came to me via a strange source. A c/l mod-
eler had picked up some c/l stuff, and mentioned the glider stuff to me. I chased it up, and met a lovely couple, 
well retired, and after hearing about the fire, they donated the models, saying they had re-paid him many times 
over.    Thank you John Douglas from Ringwood. 
 

  On the Knox Basketball front, not much has 
happened. You will all have received a letter 
about contractors on the field. These guys 
have a job to do, and may be considered pro-
spective members !.   I have laid out the rules 
of engagement as simply as I can, and I hope 
you can all make it work.  We could have had 
"NO FLYING" while they were on the field, but 
U think that the system we have is better, pro-
viding everybody does the right thing.   Think-
ing ahead, we are bound to get more interrup-
tions as work progresses, and if we can make 
this one work, then it will bode well for the fu-
ture. 
  We are about to get into the lease and other 
legal bits, so we will be getting legal advice via 
the VMAA, and maybe through some of our 
member contacts.   I have no idea how messy 
it will be.. It is also about the time a "timeline" 
will be created so we will know what to expect 
in terms of field disruption. 
 We have also done some work on alternate 
sites, an had a meeting with senior Parks Vic-
toria people... still some work to be done! 

   AAAAAND I went flying, at LAMEROO 

in SA. Although it's a long way to go, the 
natives make us very welcome, and we 
get to see a different bunch of flyers and 
models. Not only is it a flying event, it's 
also an adventure!   So, what stood 
out.... The Yak, flew in for lunch, and was 
close enough to photograph in flight, and 
you could see the grin on the occupants 
faces !  And the flying field is big enough 
to have the full size taxi past the towing 
queue with room to spare.  The other 
highlight was young Josh Copeland, with 
his FOX, 1/3 scale, waaaaaay bigger 
than him. And it turns out that he did a lot 
of the building himself ( no doubt with a 
little help from his Dad John, the manu-
facturer of the Fox kits ) Josh waxed the 
molds, helped with the layup, and did a 
lot of the building. He also flew it pretty 
well, and did some pearler landings, 
showing us all up on a few occasions. 

Did I mention that Josh is 12 years old ! 
    I'm now looking forward to some warmer weather with a little less wind so that I can do some flying 

 Cheers…... Col  Collyer  

No long range lens needed...it was that close 
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There has been consensus regarding repeat of optionals in subsequent rounds.   

The general rules will be as follows ... (a) No optional manoeuvre can be repeated in the next round.   

Examples are ...............  

1. Cuban 8 – Inverted Circle – Cuban 8 would be allowed in Round 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  

Cuban 8 – Cuban 8 – Inverted Circle would not be allowed.  
 

2. Top Hat – Inverted Spins – Top Hat  ...... would be allowed in Round 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  

Top Hat – Top Hat – Inverted Spins would not be allowed.  
 

(b) In general, the judges will be scoring the overall precision of the manoeuvre.  
 

(c) As in previous years there will a panel of three judges, with one rotating out to fly if required.  
 

(d) One round will consist of the five mandatory and one optional manouevres.   
 

(e) There will be three rounds flown unless wind conditions are unfavourable in which case the Contest 

Director will decide the number of rounds to be counted.  
 

(f) All competitors are to undertake manouevres with a minimum delay allowing for conditions to gain 

height and position.  
 

(g) A model change can be made in subsequent rounds to suit lift conditions.    

Peter Cossins….. CD 

VICTORIAN STATE SLOPE AEROBATICS CHAMPIONSHIP 

MANOUVRES AND K FACTORS 

OPTIONAL        MANOEUVRES 

MANOEUVRE 

 

K 

Cuban Eight – Rolls in any direction 

 

2.5 

Double Immelman – Rolls in any direction 2.5 

 

Eight Point Roll 2.5 

 

Three Consecutive Rolls 

 

2.5 

 

MANOEUVRE 
 

K 

Square Loop 
 

2.0 

Four Point Roll 2.0 
 

Inverted Circle –  

Roll in and roll out same direction 

2.0 
 

Figure M 
 

2.0 

MANOEUVRE 

 

K 

Reverse Double Immelman 

 

3.0 

Three Turn Inverted Spin 

 

3.0 

Two Outside Loops 3.0 

 

Top Hat with Rolls 3.0 

 

MANDATORY MANOEUVRES 
 

K 

2 Consecutive Loops 
 

1 

Slow Axial or Barrel Roll 
 

1 

5 Sec Inverted Straight and Level 
 

1 

2 Consecutive Stall Turns, One Right, One Left 
 

1 

3 Turn Spin 
 

1 

MANOEUVRE 
 

K 

Extended Loop 
 

1.5 

Figure of Eight 
 

1.5 

Top Hat – No Rolls 1.5 
 

Triangular Loop 1.5 
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Loop 

Stall 

Turns 

Barrel Roll 

Axial Roll 

Inverted Flight 

3 

Turn  

Spin 

3 

Turn 

Inverted 

Spin 

Cuban Eight Outside Loop 

Top Hat 
Inverted Circle 

4 Point Roll 

8 Point Roll 

3 Axial Rolls 

Extended Loop 

Double Immelman 

For Reverse mode , commence by roll inverted 

Top Hat can contain rolls upward 

and downward for a higher K factor 
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 VARMS Club General Meeting Friday 

14 August,2009 

Held at Glen Waverley Primary School – Commencing 

8.15 p.m. 

Apologies –Richard Weil. Visitors - & New  members –2- 

Alex Evans & John. 

Club Member “Meet & Greet” segment. 
a)         John Cott -  Occupation Retired accountant 

Years in VARMS –3; Favorite Model –Lunak EPP Slope 

soarer & electric ARF;  Favorite VARMS Experience  - 

meeting other VARMS Members;  Claim to fame. RC mod-

els in general. 

b)   Geoffrey  Douglas Trone -Occupation –Aviation 

Ground Navigation equipment serviceman.VARMS Mem-

ber - for 1 year;  Favorite Model. Lunak Slope soarer;    

Favourite VARMS Experience – flying at Mt. Hollowback;  

Claim to fame – early pioneer of Slope soaring at Glenfern 

Road. 

Member Reports 

Secretary      
Correspondence Out – LT. VMAA Re club sponsorship 

of 2010 VMAA Trophy 

Correspondence In   Ltrs from Knox Council, re new Club 

Committee VMAA Exec, Minutes for May 09.plus VMAA 

Minutes for July,2009 

Ltr from VMAA responding to our letter seeking our Club 

sponsorship of 2010 VMAA Trophy 

Matters Arising from Correspondence and July Club Min-

utes 

a)Recent meeting with VMAA Committee – reservations 

on size of field and anticipated changes to the field. – Agt. 

to defer decision until 2010. 

b)Car Boot Sale proposal – Colin Smith.- further discus-

sion of concept by Colin and his recommending that the 

event be held at Briggs Field –open to  all modeling clubs 

and great publicity for VARMS eg our Club Model Expo of 

past years really put VARMS on the map. –full volunteer 

support essential for success. Call for names and decision to 

leave event date till later this year, date to be set by Club 

Committee 

Aspectivity. 
Club Editor :-Production problems with Max Hay-

som‟  computer- problem finally resolved with large input 

from he and Colin Smith – great effort guys! 

Secretary      L.F.MAAA seeking sponsorship of Nationals 

event(s) – Club Vote, to provide sponsorship of $100 for 

either of 

 i) Night Scrambles    Or    ii) Day Scrambles event 

Treasurer 
Club finances in good shape-$15877 in working acc. – no 

extra-ordinary outlays. 

 

General Business. 
 Briggs Field keyboard repairs- thanks to Theo Arvani-

takis for his efforts on this. 

  

Alan Villiers – early member of VARMS and full size 

glider pilot – his recent death after long illness. 

  

Knox Basketball Stadium proposal – 

report by Max Haysom 

Further recent  meets with Council reps and other par-

ties  - Colin Collyer & Max Haysom now part of Consul-

tancy Committee, including members of State Govt, Next 

meeting on Tuesday 18 August,09 

Likelihood that our flight operations field will have to be 

moved further South and to the West of present location. 

Development plans contemplate first construction works 

in early December,09 – but conditional upon signing off 

on final contract conditions, incorporating position where 

VARMS as a Club will be included in final location plans. 

– Project worth $28 million.        Ongoing negotiations, 

VARMS Appear to be in favourable position, to secure 

positive outcome for Club, also, given supportive stance 

by Parks Vic .Plans displayed last months of development 

proposals, still very much “work in progress”. 

Proposal to involve VMAA Solicitors, decision to leave 

this step, until it comes to final contract signing stage. 

Club Library – Colin Smith. 

This still a work in progress – Modelling magazines for 

sale on behalf of Club.. 

Member Reports& Special Interest 

Groups 

Ian Slack – forthcoming events report 

Scale Group 
Briggs Field Aerotow – 

i) Last two events washed out due to poor weather 

ii) Lamaroo Event 28-30 August – great experience and 

real host club hospitality. 

iii) Club Scale Competition – event to be re-scheduled for 

September,09 Club meeting-proposal to separate event 

into Club Built and ARF models. 

– see Ian, for further detail. 

iv) Club training-Report going well – 2 new juniors 

regular attendees.-Ian to be away over next 3 training 

days. 

v) Club Slope day Sunday 16 August- but weather fore-

cast not at all good. 

vi) LI-PO Battery Charging Safety issues. Great care 

need in both charging and discharge of these units,-recent 

member loss of house & all possessions, due to fire aris-

ing from battery mal function. 

Contest Report –Alan Mayhew –Report on RCGA 

Awards dinner Thermal League Contest placings: 

First Place     Theo Arvanitakis Second Place      Jim Hou-

dalakis Third Place             Jerry Carter.-detailed results 

on Club Website. 

 

 

 

Show & Tell Segment 

Peter Cossins – report on “Oshkosh”09 – 

Canadian Aircraft Show 

Attended by Peter, Russell Barnes & Danny Malcman. 

Fantastic show – incredible variety, type and number of 

full size aircraft,- ranging from experimental micro light 

planes right up to latest Airbus “A380” passenger aircraft 

– photos to be published on Club Website. 
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Have you ever wondered what makes our radios 

and other electrical equipment work….the an-

swer‟s may surprise you cos it SMOKE…...  

yep that‟s right Smoke !.  
 

One member plugged in his battery to Rx 

wrongly and smoke poured out...the Rx didnt 

work after that !. 
 

Another one plugged in his heater in his caravan 

and after the smoke had stopped pouring out the 

heater didn‟t work ! 
 

Last meeting we heard how some batteries were 

wrongly charged and their escaping smoke filled 

the room...the batteries didn‟t working after that. 
 

So there we have it Absolute 100% positive 

proof that things work by smoke, let it out and 

they stop working. ! 

Car Boot Sale 

Sunday  

8th  

November 
 

Its scheduled for this day at 

Briggs Field  and hopefully the 

onsite contractor‟s workings, 

field access and driveability,  

etc, etc will not disrupt it. 
 

Any queries phone  

Colin Smith…...9874 3480 

Jim Robertson Models 

Third scale model kit of U2 jet reconnaissance air-

craft ,given to Tim Moreland, for completion. –other 

vintage planes also on display at Club Meet. 

VMAA Trophy Award – Open Rubber Event 

VMAA Trophy and winning  model displayed by Colin 

Collyer – Congrats Colin, for a well deserved win! 

. 

Members’ proposals 

a) Geoff Moore – proposed link with VMAA for 

joint purchase of land block in Eastern Suburbs (eg 

Cranbourne?) for use as alternative VARMS Flat field 

flying venue. –prospects of small farmer blocks coming 

on market for sale. – proposal to be considered by Club 

Committee.. 

b)      David Pratley-use of 2.4 G Radio 

equipment – restrictions on max no of sets in use at 

any one time? – Confirmation that no max, no. currently 

set by VMAA. – but needs close review by our Club. 
Meeting Closed –9.40 p.m. 

Next General Club Meeting – Friday 11 Septem-

ber,2009 at Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, comm. 

8.p.m. 

Stuck with a small cowl and a motor that was too 

long for the supplied prefabricated mount  Ian Slack 

was faced with the choice of having to make a spe-

cial stand-off ply mount or ???..........Hmm ????? 

What to do?.....”simple my dear Watson”…..Pop 

down to Jaycar (the electric bits and bob‟s people) 

and buy some 3mm tapped metal spacers. These 

come in various lengths, 10,15,25 and join them to-

gether to get the right length. The photo shows how 

neat and easy it was...some surprisingly good “stuff” 

in their catalogue as well. 

Law of Probability  
 

 

The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act. 
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  PROJECT :- DUSTER                                Barry de Kuyper 

Greetings Builders …...this is just a 

quick update and a small preview to 

wet your appetites and to hopefully get 

some more interest.  

 

I should have pictures of the fuzz 

framed up in the next day or so. Andy 

Smith is doing a great job re drawing 

the formers and setting out for lazer 

cutting.  

The items he can supply at a reason-

able cost including material .  

A complete set of fuzz formers with 

building lugs, servo tray, crutch pieces, 

etc ready to clip together on your 

building board.  

Wing foam cores with tube holes ply 

wing profiles cut to suit.  

Molded canopy.  

 

Items to be purchased by the builder.  

 

Latex glue for wing sheeting.  

1.5mm balsa wing sheeting.  

2.0mm fuzz sheeting.  

1/32 ply for fuzz doublers.  

Other balsa for wings and fuzz.  

4 Hitec HS82mg servos.  

4 Hitec servo pockets.  

Servo lead and plugs.  

Hinges, control horns.  

 

I  have sounded out some of the suppli-

ers re bulk purchases of these item 

with mixed results.  

This is something we should discuss at 

a meeting which is open for sugges-

tions . Where and when? My place if 

available during the day.  

 

For more information and all 

costs email Barry de Kuyper on 

 baz15@optusnet.com.au 

First time, and they all fit 

A few mods and stringers 

Looking good, all framed 

up and ready to go. 

mailto:baz15@optusnet.com.au
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HELPLINE…….….Colin Smith   9874 3480 …......(9.00am to 8.00pm) 

The reason for the crash was not battery or radio failure but a simple nylon 

clevis that did not have enough threaded rod through it and had hardened with 

age. Plus a bit of that corrosive fuel stuff sloshing about which had probably 

added to the hardness until a weak point occurred….SNAP !... and the rest is 

history. It hadn't broken completely but had caused one aileron to „lock‟ due to 

over centering but in the full down position and the up going one didn‟t stand a 

chance …wallop!.....Splatt!....OH, BOTHER! 

It would have been better if it had broken completely and allowed the aileron to 

waggle in the wind….at least it would have flown. 

Did you know that getting “Stuff ” out of you lot , yes.. you read it right ...you lot….otherwise known as the 

members…. is like have teeth pulled BUT without an injection. Nigh on impossible and bloody painful ! So I was 

very pleased when Max McCullough phoned me to say he had found the reason for a slight mishap with one of 

his scale powered warbirds that had modified its nasal region on take-off. It had suddenly veered to the right and 

assaulted the turf. Blimey!...I‟ve just realized that this is possibly the very first time ever that a power member has 

actually submitted something ( although Max is a regular sloper ) and it also gave me the opportunity to snap a 

few other thing while in his „garidge‟….. Thank‟s Max and come on guys lets have some “stuff” sent in...please 

This brings me neatly to the second photo which is not a bog roll but in fact 

some 100mm wide fiberglass tape from….Bunnings.  

Evidently they now have a complete range of fiberglass products including 

100mm and 50mm wide pre-edged tapes, woven roving‟ s for those delicate 

repairs right up to the chopped-strand matting in various grades for those monu-

mental re-builds. Resin and hardener and in smallish quantities just right for 

modelers. With the fact sheets in the club library members have now got all the 

info for repairing fiberglass fuz‟s…….... Roger that T Bird is waiting!!!!!!!! 

I must admit to using the same 

method for holding pins as Max 

….stick em in a block of foam or a 

cork sanding block…..and for 

small items that are being stripped 

out of a plane put em in a small 

dish for safety. I think he was de-

clagging a lakker band with metho 

in that saucer ?  

What on earth has a  container of 

Transmission fluid got to do in the 

newsletter…..well... Max was show-

ing me some old engines ( I think he 

got them from a bloke called Noah 

when they built a boat together?) and 

unlike mine, which are solid, they 

turned over very easily. The reason 

was the tranny fluid which he runs 

through them as a lubricant before 

storing them away. Simple and works 

well. 

Its a grotty battery pack ? 

Well, they say a picture 

speaks a thousand words  

and I thought some of you 

might like to know that 

AAA size rechargeable bat-

teries are available at Safe-

ways from 650‟s up to 

900‟s...just right for those 

“not quite so light” hand 

launch models. 

Whose  idea  was  it  to  put  an  'S'  in  the  word  'lisp'?  
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 Aero-towing at Lameroo 2009                 Tim Morland 

 

As usual, those who didn't come missed a great weekend. Sure it was windy. It also rained – we even 

had some thunder. It got dreadfully cold at times too. But the flying, hospitality and camaraderie were 

all up to the usual high standards. It was generally considered that the terrible forecasts even kept many 

people away. Indeed, the night before we left, I wondered whether all the travelling would be worth it. 

However, the less than expected turn-out meant that the queue for aero-tow never got unbearably long! 

So those who went, had a good time. 
 

In particular, John Ramke and Co. had the 

best weekend of all – and he was already 

there! Being surrounded by models, 

friends and rain. John scored 30mm of rain 

over the weekend: and it was still raining 

when we left on Monday morning. 
 

The non-modelling highlight of the week-

end for me, was when the local  Yak-52  

paid the happy throng another annual visit 

and did a memorable BEAT-UP after it 

took off. The Yak left after only a short 

visit because there was a black and omi-

nous cold front about to crash onto the air-

field! The tremendous sound of the radial 

sounds like about 12 V8 engines howling 

past at once. Music indeed. 

 

The Victorian contingent this consisted of Col Collyer, Danny Malcman, Rolli (PDARCS?), Reg 

Neville, and myself. 

Colin took out the award for best 

vintage model . A “Scud” that 

Harold Elliot conceived and 

started – but apparently handed 

over to Colin C for finishing.  It 

flew a lot better than I expected, 

as the performance of the full 

sized version was just a bit ordi-

nary. The model represents an 

English homebuilt, that as I recall, 

made before  the second world 

war – looks it too. 

  

Danny had his 4.2m ASW19 with 

him, that behaved very well and 

looked great in the air. 

 

Rolli is still flying the pants off 

his beautiful little 2 metre Fox. As an extra, Rolli's son, Toby and partner (Kate) helped brightened the 

weekend with  their youth and enthusiasm. Toby and Kate came the 1200km (or so) from Canberra (!) 

and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. I recall that Toby went away with the objective of getting his hands 

on one of John Copeland's 1/3 scale Fox aircraft. It wasn't until we left to come home that I found out 

that Toby is a 2nd officer on a Boeing 737 .... What! 

Reg didn't fly – but spent a lots of time asking questions and making notes for a future RCM News 

magazine article. Hopefully we'll be reminded to go and buy it. It should be a better read than this! 

“Yak faces the front” 

“SCUD”….., photo by Dave Whitten” 
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The big 1/3 scale Copeland 

Fox was a heavy presence at 

Lameroo. I can remember 4 or 

5 being there. John's produc-

tion of this aircraft is truly a 

terrific effort. His son, Josh, 

blitzed the contest with the 

one he had put together (with 

dad's help) for a school pro-

ject. Josh's won best modern 

glider. This was not surpris-

ing, as the model was as good 

or better that many. However 

Josh's piloting was absolutely 

100%. He performed some 

(not just one) of the best 

greaser landings I've ever 

seen. The transition from 

flight mode to ground roll be-

ing practically imperceptible. 

The on-field banter after these spectacularly good arrivals was a joy, as comments ricocheted around the 

field. Most wise cracks emphasising the apparent superior performance of the new generation compared 

with the old (i.e. Dad). T'was all in good fun. His father must have been very proud. 
 

Flying during the weekend was usually into a reasonably strong westerly. Chasing thermals downwind 

was fraught with danger as a couple of turns to stay with the lift would result in being downwind hun-

dreds of meters really fast. So, most flights were short. I averaged about 15 minutes off aerotow when it 

was cloudy, as the excellent visibility enabled most releases to be pretty high. We had some blue sky 

too, and launches were necessarily lower and flights shorter in duration. 
 

Looking through the results of my “Zlog” altitude data-logger,  (that I have in the Schweizer 1-26B) 

found that I only encountered significant lift in 3 flights over the whole weekend. This fits pretty well 

with recollections of being teased by small bubbles of lift that amounted to nothing most of the time. At 

least the launches only cost $1 and the weekend didn't cost a bomb. 
 

After arriving at the field at about 1:00p.m. Friday afternoon, the wind was blowing pretty hard. Having 

travelled all the way from Hallam, I thought: I should at least give it a go. The forecast for Saturday and 

Sunday was dreadful and I considered that maybe the only flying done all weekend would be on Friday. 

I had taken my ¼ scale Schweizer 1-26B and a relatively aerotow unproven Multiplex Alpina. “Ah Ha!” 

You say – “that's not a scale model”. True, but it is now decorated more or less the same as John 

Gottschalk's 1/3 scale Elfe S4a (RIP!) and presents pretty well as an inaccurate rendition of that aircraft. 

However, it certainly looks like a scale model up at altitude. 
 

During the 1st Alpina flight things went pretty well, except for the discovery of the annoying characteris-

tic for her to accelerate during thermal turns. This makes any aircraft a bit of a handful, as there is a ten-

dency for the turn to develop into a spiral dive. Spiral dives are bad. At worst, excessive speed and dy-

namic loading in a spiral dive can result in “poof” - aircraft airframe failure. At best, the complex mix of 

rudder and elevator required to keep the plane thermalling efficiently is a pain in the neck. Why put up 

with it when you don't have to. So, I took some lead out of the nose and tried again. The reduction in 

nose weight paid off and thermal turns became much controllable This was good – the wind had disap-

peared and flying was just gorgeous. There were relatively large patches of weak but workable lift here 

and there. I am of the opinion that you can really only properly trim a model in still air, and I was given 

the ideal opportunity to see how the Alpina would perform in dead-calm conditions. She did very well. I 

think her second flight would have been 30 minutes or more, (data logger in the wrong plane!) during 

 

Josh's FOX 
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which the ability to fly at a steady speed, turn slowly and stay up in very weak lift were obvious. Friday 

evening may have given us the best flying conditions of the whole weekend. Tim is very happy with his 

Alpina. 
 

Lameroo can result in some unique activities. Chris Carpenter had a bee in his bonnet for a “5 up” aero-

tow: 5! Apparently the record was 4. I was asked if I would participate and thought, yes, I give it a shot 

(ie One shot). Well, if you had seen the first attempt, and how my relatively new plane only escaped dis-

aster by the skin of its teeth, you would have understood why I didn't continue with the second attempt. 

Once off the ground, everything quickly went pear shaped, as the five gliders converged at a startling 

rate into the same volume of sky. My line got snagged on top of the glider in front of me, forcing me to 

climb steeply. I had wanted to stay low.  By the time my release servo had let go, the Alpina was going 

up vertically with almost no airspeed at all. The release occurred at the  miserable altitude of about 25 

metres. Thankfully the old girl stalled and fell away from the frenzied gyrations of the 4 other partici-

pants. Sufficient altitude was only just available for the pull out: But a normal landing circuit followed. 

What didn't follow was my participation in the next attempt. True to my word, I tried it once. 

 

The next attempt was with 4 gliders, of which there is a photo below. This was a good confidence build-

ing exercise, as all gliders were able to stay apart and tow up to a reasonable altitude. 

Such was the success of the 4 plane tow, that Col Collyer bravely offered to join the fray with his ¼ 

scale Boomerang. The next attempt at 5 was more or less successful.  There were however some close 

calls. I managed to rescue an errant canopy from John's crop that fluttered down after a minor mishap 

about 80 metres up.  

So Chris has broken the record and is very happy. Everyone else was grateful they still had the models 

they had started with, more or less in one piece. Colin showed me a bruised leading edge, that probably 

dislodged the canopy. 
 

Chris's Wilga pulled the gaggle of models up. This perennial model has been re-engined once more for 

Lameroo 2009. Chris now has a 120cc engine up front. A big, fat and loud, flat twin. The plane is now 

an unsympathetic brute. It wrenched my Schweizer into the air quite ferociously a few times. The wing 

loading of the Wilga is now very high indeed. It has a relatively small wing for the weight of the plane. 

Chris tells me that a “flame out” is now a high speed affair as the plane glides like a brick without 

power. It takes a lot of energy to be able to flare it during the ensuing dead stick landing. I think Chris 

might have overdone it. However there is certainly  plenty of power for the really big models! 

“This  attempt  worked” 
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You not only missed out on the 

flying. You missed out on 

chances for prizes as well. 

“FLY*IN” hobby shop, from 

Mount Barker S.A. Put up plenty 

of interesting and generous 

prizes. Notably, Josh' scored a 

terrific little ARF 3D plane, 

whilst the winner of “best tug/

pilot”, Rob Tunks, was donated a 

sorely needed pair of heavy duty 

servos to replace the pair that got 

ruined in his 1/3 scale Piper Cub 

when the wind blew it up into the 

air and onto its tail feathers after 

he had landed. Rob was a great 

pilot who would side slip the 

Piper down to the airfield from 

enormous altitudes, flare nicely 

and then safely taxi (most times!) 

in the gusty conditions over to queue of waiting gliders. 
 

The facilities at Lameroo are unique. The luxury of flying out of an airfield with runways, no trees, 

houses, roads, general public is very liberating and allows full concentration to be applied to the fun side 

of our hobby/sport. Disassembly of models overnight is not necessary, as they are all safely locked away 

in the hanger – together with 3 ultralights. Toilets, seating, shelter, kitchen and  BBQ's are all to be en-

joyed. 
 

The hospitality offered by 

the Ramke family is leg-

endary and once again, did 

not disappoint. The snap-

pers were about 2 feet 

long! We had two of them 

on Friday evening. Way to 

go. 
 

I was last plane down in 

2009 with the Alpina. She 

was up high (~300m), way 

downwind, and the obliga-

tory beat-up just had to be 

performed. The beat up 

developed into a pretty 

good axial roll, a big cir-

cular loop and stall turn 

before dropping to crop 

height and sweeping 

around in a big arc at low 

level to get downwind 

over the runway. All performed in the warm glow of a setting sun – ending with a landing that was only 

worth .......about 7 out of 10 . Rats! 

 

Keep a look out for Reg's article in the next issue of RCM News!....................................Tim Morland 

“A Cosy Hanger for all” 

“Chris (left) and his big Wilga. Undercarriage Repairs Underway” 
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FOR SALE 
  
Multiplex Cockpit SX  
Synth transmitter with two receiv-
ers (one 7ch. & one 6 ch. micro). 
Cockpit is very easy programming 
with "twist - press" system. Ideally 
suited to sailplanes as well as fixed 
wing/helis etc. Will handle four-flap 
wings to enable flap/crow. Variable 
camber. Flap to aileron. Pitch up 
compensation. Vee-tail. Three 
phase (lauch/normal/thermal) etc. 
Goes with all manuals, varying stick 
knobs and charger. Absolutely as 
new and certified earlier this year. 
Will operate Multiplex, Futaba and 
Hitech receivers…………..... $250  
  
Hitech Laser 6  
Transmitter in perfect condition and 
recently certified. Simple and suited 
to beginner or spare. Handles elev-
ons/delta etc. Dual rates Complete 
with three receivers……..……..$60 
  
Cliff Charlesworth Plan 
Falke T 161 Motorglider approx 
3.8mtr span and suited to .60/.90 or 
6S Electric. Three very large 

plans…………………………….$35 

  
 
Bucker Jungmann 
ARF kit for this very pretty biplane. 
66"/1675mm span suits .90/120. 
Some very minor work done. New 
price  $320. …………………. $180 
  
Fieseler Storch 
Estar laser cut kit in box and un-
touched. 52"/1320mm Span with 
flaps for electric.  
New price $215 ……………. $160 
  
Easy Street 
Electric aerobatic. Smooth and fast. 
Suits 3S 1500. With near new Axi 
2808/20 and ESC.  

Undamaged…………………...$100  
 
 
 

Please contact  

David Hipperson   
 

9728 4889  
 

ritzi2@alphalink.com.au  

 

Scene at the Slope 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Geoff Trone , Max McCullough and Colin Smith all looking very pleased 

with themselves having just maidened their EPP Alula clone‟s in a very 

blustery 10 knots at Kilcunda a couple of Friday‟s ago. The wind went 

from a howling 20+knots Northwesterly at 11.30 down to a blustery 10 

knots just after lunch. This allowed us to test fly the cloned Alula‟s and 

have a ball looping and rolling, but inverted is a nightmare with so small a 

beast...you just don‟t know which way its up…. That‟s exactly how we 

found that it would fly straight and level and turn on the sixpence, both 

ways up !. Max discovered another colour scheme that blends well with 

the countryside...green and yellow but I think he was larfing too much to 

really care. (Colin is now cutting them as kits so see him for prices and 

details.) Anyway the wind  decided to go walkabout for about 1/2 hour 

and then came back, but from the South….just as Ian Badenock arrived. 

After the long drive all the way from Pascoe Vale area he was not best 

pleased but got a T-Bird up and was thoroughly enjoying himself as we 

left...Now that‟s what you call dedication to the sport!.  

Oops! nearly forgot….Neil Pollock wanted you all to see what happens to 

a ricochet when you pull up elevator and are inverted.  

Not one panel survived un-scathed…..and to use Neil‟s words 

Oh  well,………..  them’s  the  breaks ! 

mailto:ritzi2@alphalink.com.au
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Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

David Weller 
9546 6663 

 

  

Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 
 

Training 
Dates  

 

Sept 20 
Oct 4 & 18  

Nov 22 
 

Training Radio Frequencies 
are:  641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is 
kindly sponsored by  
Hyperion Australia  

SLOPE FUN DAYS 
 

September 13th (Hollowback hopefully)  
 

Here is your chance for some Sunday Slope 

Soaring Action during winter! Emphasis is on 

having fun and also to get in some practice 

before the State Slope Soaring Champion-

ships on October 11th. Beginners are wel-

come and we will try to get you a fly on some-

thing, even if you don’t have the right model 

for the conditions.  
 

Don’t forget to bring: Warm Clothes, wind 

proof clothes, thermal underwear (stripes 

are best), funny hats, boots, gloves, sun-

glasses, suncream etc. (even a newspaper 

stuffed up your jumper, or down your legs 

can bring a lot of warmth). 
 

Bring as many models as you can as conditions 

may vary. If the wind is a bit light then bring 

your discus launch and electric models. If 

there is no wind at all, we will meet at Briggs 

Field for some thermal flying.  
 

To let you know what is happening on 

the day, I will change my phone greet-

ing by 8.00am on the day, please call               

0438 644 867. 
 

If you wish to be on the mailing list for 

future events please email:-  
 

Bruce Clapperton  
 

bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au 

Or call  

0438 644 867. 

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson 9887 8996 Oct 17 

Geoff Moore 9802 2044 Oct 24 

Graeme Hollis 9739  4886 Oct 31 

Ross Peasley 9877 2215  

Robert Kassell 0795 1330 Sept 12 

Henri Wohlmuth 9764 1921 Sept 19 

Keith Heale 9509 6829 Sept 26 

Mike Richardson 9557 6013 Oct 3  

Malcolm Buckmaster 9763 1632 Oct 10 

Jim Baker 9803 2185 away  
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor, or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

 

VARMS  Web Site :   http:// www.varms.org.au—For up to date info on VARMS 
 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                      activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    building and flying 
radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna 
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on 
a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times are posted on the field entrance gate.  VARMS Training is kindly spon-

sored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio controlled 
gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the Glen Waverley Pri-
mary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of High Street Road and 
Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively 
discussions on matters of interest to all modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shop-
ping Centre 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the  Federation Aeronautique Internationale  (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

President   Colin Collyer...........................................................9561 9097 
  Secretary   Roger Stevenson....................................................9830 8293 
 Treasurer   Ian Pearson ...........................................................5996 5019 
 Contest Director  Alan Mayhew.............................................9887 7885 
 Editor / Site Manager  Max Haysom...................................9801 3899 
  Ordinary Member Martin Hopper.......................................9873 8256 
 Registrar   Bruce Clapperton...................................................9803 3108 
Heli Group Rep  Steven Malcman………………….……………...9884 0614  
Sport Power Rep  Chris Kurdian..........................................9762 0714 
Webmaster Steve Tester………………………………………………...9724 9728 

If undelivered return to: 
VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096 
KNOX City Centre VIC  3152 
 

    

 
        
 

 


